"Every golfer will want one in their bag to use on the practice range"

– Billy Kratzert, PGA Tour Professional
Four Time PGA Tour Winner
Golf Commentator and Analyst

"The genius is in the simplicity of the design"

– Bill Harmon, PGA Tour Professional
Instructor for PGA Tour Professionals Jay and Bill Haas and LPGA Tour Professional Nicole Castrale
Director of Instruction at Toscana Country Club, Indian Wells, CA
How to Use

HackersRx is “the simplest golf training tool ever” and one that will greatly improve your alignment process. For years, golfers have used golf clubs and other alignment methods to position the body to the target line which is only part of the process to better your game. Now with HackersRx you can address three core fundamentals of golf - Aim, Stance and Ball Position.

Bill Harmon, PGA Tour and teaching professional says that “HackersRx is the simplest training tool ever and a must in your golf bag no matter your level.”

“HackersRx is the simplest golf training tool ever”
– Bill Harmon, PGA Tour Professional

HackersRx is a small, collapsible, portable teaching and training device consisting of three telescoping rods and two plastic golf balls that can be unfolded to a “T” configuration and adjustable for a variety of club positions that will fit in any golf bag. It gives you, the golfer, consistent reference points on all clubs and desired shot shapes.

HackersRx is being used by PGA and LPGA tour professionals to help refine good fundamentals, as well as amateurs to correct their stance, aim and ball position, all keys to becoming a better golfer.

We invite you to join the club of satisfied HackersRx users.

“This is one of the best teaching aids I have ever used. It will help players at every level. Compact and very easy to carry in your golf bag. All in all, a device I would recommend to any golfer who is interested in improving quickly.”

– Leonard Thompson, Six time Tour winner – Three on the Champions Tour – played in 1065 tour events over a 40 year tour career.
TO GET STARTED:
Set up the HackersRx Practice Station

- Place a golf ball you are wanting to hit on the ground or on a tee depending on the club you are using.
- Place a second golf ball as an intermediate target about three feet in front of the ball to be hit along the target line.
- Lay down the HackersRx on the ground with the two shorter collapsible rods extended out and parallel to the target line (you can adjust the rods for a desired width of stance and length of club used). The HackersRx ball should be about four inches away from the ball you will be hitting.
- You are now set up correctly with the club face at the target and your body parallel and left of the target line.
- From this angle it is evident how you can work on your alignment on every shot.
- HackersRx is the best method of alignment for all golfers!
BALL POSITION
The key to making practice consistent

- Use the HackersRx ball with the collapsible rods attached to it as your ball position guide in your stance. This will help to provide consistent ball position, alignment and distance from the ball. It provides the golfer consistent reference points on all clubs and desired shot shapes.

- Driver – the driver requires a different angle of attack and as you address it in your set up it is recommended to set it up off of the left heel.

- Fairway woods, long irons, hybrids – +/- two inches back of left heel

- Middle irons – just forward of the middle of your stance

- 7 iron to wedges – middle of your stance
HOW TO FLIGHT THE BALL

Flight the Ball Lower

- Shot making starts as you address the ball. Ball position changes upon alignment and angle of attack
- Use the HackersRx ball and position it farther back in your stance than usual

Flight the Ball Higher

- Use the HackersRx ball and position it further forward in your stance than usual

DRAW THE BALL
(for right handers)

- Set up the HackersRx unit on the ground backwards (with the longer telescoping rod between your feet)
- Set the right trailing rod to the right of your target line which creates a direct visual aid of the required swing path to hit a draw
FADE THE BALL
(for right handers)

- Set up the HackersRx unit on the ground backwards (with the longer telescoping rod between your feet)

- Set the left rod to the left of your target line which will give you a visual aid to the path for the arms and hands to travel.

PITCH SHOTS

- Put the ball to be hit on the ground and a second ball three feet in front of it for an intermediate target and set up HackersRx for a slightly open and wider stance

- Set up HackersRx on the ground with the longer telescoping rod at a length for the iron used to pitch with and the end HackersRx ball next to the ball to be hit

- Move your hands just forward of the HackersRx ball which is in the middle of your wider stance. That will mimic impact position

- Use the HackersRx collapsible rods as a visual aid. Swing your golf club over the rods on the backswing and follow through (with chip shots, the follow through will be less)

- Ball position promotes the proper trajectory
**CHIP SHOTS**

- Put the ball to be hit on the ground and a second ball three feet in front of it for an *intermediate target* and set up HackersRx for a slightly open stance.

- Set up HackersRx on the ground with the longer telescoping rod at a length for the iron used to chip with, and the end HackersRx ball next to the ball to be hit.

- Move your hands just forward of the HackersRx ball which is in the middle of your stance. This creates your impact position at address.

**SAND BUNKER AND LOB/FLOP SHOTS**

- Set up HackersRx in the sand trap or on the ground for a slightly open stance.

- Set your golf ball forward in your stance.

- Position the end HackersRx ball +/- two inches behind the ball to be hit.

- Position your hands over the HackersRx ball and not forward like a chip or pitch shot.

- Swing and use the ball from HackersRx to guide you to the point where you want the club to enter the sand or grass.
PUTTING

Proper Putting Fundamentals

- Set up the HackersRx on a putting green backwards
- This allows you to get your eyes over the ball and putt down the intended line
- Read the putt and align HackersRx parallel to the chosen putting line
- Place the connecting HackersRx ball at the inside of your left foot or under your chin, depending on your preference for ball position
- Forward press your hands slightly and make a good stroke

Accelerate Your Stoke

- Set up HackersRx on a putting green with the end HackersRx ball behind the ball to be putted
- Forward press your hands slightly and make a short back stroke to the HackersRx ball and accelerate through the hitting zone

“Putting is about being able to set up correctly each and every time and HackersRx does this!”

– Billy Kratzert, PGA Tour Professional
Golfers do not want to be hackers, but I started golf as a hacker in a small town in Minnesota. I did not have a golf professional to give me lessons, so I became self taught. I remember reading somewhere that you align yourself to the target like railroad tracks. I really did not know core fundamentals that every golfer should learn i.e.

**GASPB=grip, aim, stance, posture and ball position**

Over the years, I practiced hard and eventually became a low handicapper. When I practiced, I placed clubs on the ground, as we all have, to develop a practice station. Then I progressed to some custom made alignment rods. When using two alignment rods, I recognized that one correctly positioned my stance so my body was parallel and left of the target line. But, the second one lying on the ground never really aimed my clubface at the desired target line. I, therefore, realized that I really did not need a second alignment rod on the ground. As I became a better golfer, correct ball position became more important. Laying a club on the ground perpendicular to the stance line was my first option to teach me where ball position should be for a chosen club. Then, I started putting a golf ball on the ground along my stance line to give me ball position guidance.

Thus, HackersRx was born! The practice station makes you take dead aim at the target and, the ball positioning of the HackersRx training aid gives you confidence that you are indeed positioning your golf ball in your stance where you want it depending on the club you are using.

HackersRx will give all golfers a consistent quality practice session to better their games. For amateurs, it teaches correct stance, aim and ball position. For the professional, it reinforces and refines good fundamentals.

**HackersRx is “the prescription for proper practice.”**

Inventor, Richard L. “Dick” Miller, DDS, MS/President
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